
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
            

 
 

 
USER’S MANUAL 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warning!!! 
   THIS IS A PROFESSIONAL PRODUCT 
     PLEASE READ THE OWNERS MANUAL  

     BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT 

       Question: Please contact Footsiebath by: 

                                                 Email:infofb@footsiebath.com or call: 310-282-8025  

 

 
* Footsiebath™ reserve the right to change the contents of this document at any time without notification to the public 
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 To extend power cord 

1. When the power cord is fully retracted, hold the Footsiebath™ unit with one hand, and 

use the other hand to pull the power cord out, when it reach your needed length, stop 

pulling, the inside lock system will lock the cord automatically. 

2. Do not jerk the power cord. Instead pull the cord out gently, usually without much 

effort. 

3.  Do not pull the cord when it is fully extended.  Over exerting may damage the recoiling 

mechanism or the power cord. 

 

To retract power cord 

1. When need to retract power cord, pulling the power cord out for 1 to 2 inches and 

releasing it, the power cord will retract automatically. 

 

CAUTION:  

1. Do not push the power cord in the direction of the retraction, when it starts too 

automatic retract. It will cause the power cord not to retract properly. 

2.     Hold the power cord gently when to allow for a smooth retraction. 

 
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
       Any appliance is electrically live even when the switch is OFF. To reduce the 
       risk of death or injury by electric shock. 

When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed, 

including the following: 

Read all instructions before using (this appliance). 

DANGER: To reduce the risk of electric shock: 

1. Always unplug this appliance from the electrical outlet immediately after using and 

before cleaning. 

2. Do not use on wet floor. 

3. Do not reach for a product that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately. 

4. Do not place or store appliance where it can fall or be pulled into a tub or sink. 

5. Do not place in or drop into water or other liquid. 

6. Do not use while bathing. 

 

WARNING: To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electric shock, or injury to persons: 

1. An appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when 

not in use.  

2. Do not operate under blanket or pillow. Excessive heating can occur and cause fire, 

electric shock, or injury to persons. 

3. Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near children, 

invalids, or disabled persons. 

4. DO NOT DISASSAMBLE ANY PARTS. 
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5. Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use 

attachments not recommended by the manufacturer. 

6. Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working 

properly, if it appears damaged, if it has been dropped or damaged, or dropped into 

water. Return the appliance to a service center for examination and repair. 

7. Do not carry this appliance by power supply cord or use cord as a handle. 

8. Keep the cord away from the heating surfaces. 

9. Never drop or insert any object into any opening. 

10. Do not use outdoors. 

11. Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being 

administered. Do not use in the presence of flammable anesthetic mixture with air or 

with oxygen or nitrous oxide. 

12. To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove plug from outlet. 

13. Do not soak or immerse in water. For cleaning, see instructions in this manual. 

14. The appliance has a heated surface, persons sensitive to heat must be careful when 

using the appliance.  

15. For US & CANADA version, to reduce the risk of electric soak, this appliance has a 

polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). This plug will fit in a polarized outlet 

only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not 

fit, contact a qualified electrician to install the proper outlet. Do not change the plug any 

way. 

16. DANGER: Electrocution possible if used or dropped in the tub. Unplug after using. 

17. Do not allow plug to whip when rewinding. 

18. If water leaks from the appliance, the appliance should no longer be used. 

19. WARNING: Do not stand on or in appliance. Use only while seated. 

20. DANGER: Do not handle plug with wet hands. 

21. This is a professional appliance and should not be used by children, elderly or disabled 

without strict adult supervision or trained professional technician. Also applies to people 

with sleeping disorders that may fall asleep while using the appliance. Children shall not 

play with the appliance. Trained technician shall do cleaning and user maintenance. 

 

22.   The liners that are used in the Footsiebath spa are hygienic devices.  

         It was design not to shield from the heat but to prevent from cross     

contamination between the client and to prevent the spreading of the disease.  
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

 
WEEE statement:   

Correct Disposal of this product:  This marking indicates 
that this product should not be disposed with other 
household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible 
harm to the environment or human health from 
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to 
promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To 
return your used device, please use the return and 
collection systems or contact the retailer where the product 
was purchased. They can take this product for 
environmental safe recycling.   
EC declaration of conformation to applicable Directive. 
This appliance complies with the European Directives for 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). 2004/108/EC and its 
revisions, as well as Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 
2006/95/EC and its revisions.   

This appliance complies with the WEEE-Directive 2002/96/EC on the disposal of electrical 
and electronic equipment (WEEE). 
 
FOREWORD 

This manual has been written for the owners and operators of the Footsiebath™.  It contains 
general instructions on operation, precautionary practices, maintenance and parts 
information.  In order to maximize use, efficiency and the life of your Footsiebath™, please 
read this manual thoroughly and become familiar with the controls. 
Specifications put forth in this manual were in effect at the time of publication.  However, 
owing to Footsiebath’s policy of continual improvement, changes to these specifications may 
be made at any time without obligation on the part of Footsiebath, LLC. 
 
INDICATIONS 

Useful in a salon to service client for pedicure.  Relaxes muscles, relieves stiffness.  
Stimulates circulation and is useful for other conditions where heat is indicated. 
 
CONTRAINDICATIONS 

Should not be used in the presence of open cuts or wounds, inflammatory skin conditions, 
growths, peripheral vascular disease where circulation is impaired, or when sensation of the 
extremity is reduced or absent (such as in some cases of diabetes).  If there is any question 

about peripheral vascular disease or decreased sensation of the extremities, consult a 
physician or therapist before use.  Discontinue if the water feels too hot or cool, which could 
indicate health problems. 
 
COMMERCIAL USE 

Footsiebath™ is designed and intended for commercial use at places such as pedicure and 
beauty salons to service clients. 
 
WARNINGS 
Footsiebath™ unit should be operated with water or any other liquids that are NOT HARMFUL to human 
skin. Any substances than have corrosive effects are prohibited to use with the Footsiebath™ unit. 

 
CAUTION:  

DO NOT operate the Footsiebath™ unit without a Footsiebath liner in the tub. 
DO NOT re-use the liners. Leaking may occur. 
USE only Footsiebath replacement liners.  
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POWER CORD 

Footsiebath™ unit is equipped with a retractable power cord. Recoiled power cord and the 
recoiling mechanism are located at the base beneath the unit. Power cord should be fully 
extended when the Footsiebath™ unit is in operation. 
 
To extend power cord 

1. Pull the power cord gently to the desired length.  
 

To retract power cord 

2. When need to retract power cord, pulling the power cord out for 1 to 2 inches and 

releasing it, the power cord will retract automatically. 

 

CAUTION:  

2. Do not push the power cord in the direction of the retraction, when it starts too 

automatic retract. It will cause the power cord not to retract properly. 

2.     Hold the power cord gently when to allow for a smooth retraction. 

 
OPERATION SELECTOR 

 
1. Footsiebath™ unit has four operation settings: ”Off”, ”Vibrate”, ”Heat”, and ”Heat + 

Vibrate”. Legends are marked on the base unit near the selector knob. 
 

    0 Off        Heat     Heat 

 
 

  Vibrate                                  Heat + Vibrate 
 
 

2. Turn the knob to the desired setting.  
3. Selector knob should always be at the “Off” or “0” setting when connecting or 

disconnecting power cord to power source. 
 
OPERATING INSTRUCTION 
IMPORTANT PRECAUTIONS: 

1. Consult your doctor before using in case of illness or medical condition, including but not 
limited to pacemaker use, pregnancy, cancer, infection, diabetic condition, fracture or 

persistent pain. 
2. Do not use if you are experiencing any unexplained pain or swollen muscles, or following 

a serious injury, before consulting your physician. 
1.3. Do not use if you have any of the following conditions: diabetes, tuberculosis, benign or 

malignant tumors, phlebitis or thrombosis, hemorrhages, open or fresh wounds, 
ulcerated sores, varicose veins, poor circulation or bruised, discolored, burned, broken, 
swollen or inflamed skin. 

4. This product should not be used by any individual suffering from a condition that limits or 
altogether inhibits the user’s capacity to feel or have sensation in any part of the body, 
and in particular, the feet. 

  
RECOMMENDED MASSAGING TIMES 

Generally, a heated massage should not last longer than 10 to 15 minutes. Treatment may be 
applied once or twice daily as desired. Allow unit to cool before using again. As different 
person’s metabolisms varies, so does his or her response to massage and/or heated 
massage. You will need to adjust your massage time to suit your personal health needs and 
personal comfort. If you have any concerns regarding use of this product, we recommend you 
consult your physician.   
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DO NOT USE THIS MASSAGE UNIT WITH PERSONS HAVING NEUROLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS OR SKIN CONDITIONS SUCH AS THOSE RESULTING FROM DIABETES 
WHERE A PERSON’S FEET OR SKIN CAN BE BURNED OR IRRITATED. Footsiebath will 
not be liable for any damage or injury resulting from ignoring these instructions and warnings.  
 
HOW TO USE 

1. Footsiebath™ unit is to be used in a commercial salon to service clients for pedicure. 
2. Clients receive a tub (Footsiebath™ unit) to soak their feet for approximately 10 to 15 

minutes. 
3. The Footsiebath unit is designed for solon use.  
4. Before using, ensure the tub is clean and a new clean Footsiebath liner is inserted. 
5. Fresh warm water is then poured into the liner, supported by the tub. The water should 

be between 40˚C (104˚F) to 45˚C (113˚F). At temperature dial setting level 3 - 4.5. 
6. Place the unit on a towel on the floor (hard and stable surface). The towel will absorb 

spillage, vibration and reduce noise.  
7. Ensure the selector knob is at “Off” or “0” position. Pull the power cord and connect to 

the power source. 
8. Immerse the client’s feet in the warm water and proceed with service. 
9. Select the desired operation by turning the selector knob. 
10. Turn the Footsiebath™ unit off at the end of each pedicure session. 
11. To retract the power cord. (Follow “to retract power cord” in Power Cord information.) 
12. Remove client’s feet from the tub. Be careful to avoid spillage. 
13. Empty the Footsiebath™ liner to a sink to dispose of the used water. Remove and 

recycle the used liner. 
14. Clean the Footsiebath™ unit according to the instruction outlined in the Cleaning and 

Sanitizing section to keep the Footsiebath™ unit in hygienic condition. 
15. Do not exceed the maximum fill line while filling the appliance. 
 
CLEANING AND SANITIZING 
When to clean unit 

1. Do not immerse in water or any liquids.  
2. When there is evidence of debris or stain marks found on the tub. 
3. Whenever Footsiebath™ unit appears dirty.  
 
How to clean 
CAUTION: No protection against harmful ingress of water or liquids. 

1. Unplug power cord of Footsiebath™. pulling the power cord out for 10-20mm and 
releasing it, the power cord will retract automatically. 

2. Carry the Footsiebath™ unit to the sink. Dispose used water carefully without spilling on 
to the Footsiebath™ unit. 

3.  Remove the used liner from the tub carefully to avoid any water dripping. 
4. Upon removal of water and liner, clean inside of tub with a light household disinfectant 

and wipe with a paper towel or soft cloth. (Note: Unit must be unplugged and cool before 
cleaning.) 

5. Wipe any water or liquids from exterior surfaces of the Footsiebath™ unit with paper 
towels or soft cloth. 

 
IMPORTANT: Use a non-abrasive cleaner on unit. No chlorine based or bleach type 

cleaners. To preserve the exterior finish, clean only with light household disinfectant. 
 
MAINTENANCE 

This device has no user serviceable parts. Return to manufacturer or service center for 
maintenance and repair. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

For US & Canada Version: 

 

Voltage Rating: 120 V ~ 60 Hz  

Heater: 80 watts 

Safety Classification: Double Insulation 

Duty Cycle: Continuous 

Conforms to UL Standard 1647, certified to CSA Standard C22.2 No. 68  

 

 

For European Version: 

Voltage Rating: 220-240 V~ 50 Hz 

Heater: 80 watts 

Safety Classification: Class II 

Duty Cycle: Continuous 

 
Conforms to the harmonized standards of the following European Commission Directives 
 
Emission 
Standards: 

In accordance with EN 55014-1: 2006 

Immunity 
Standards: 

In accordance with EN 55014-2 (EN 61000-4-2):1997 + A1 
 

 
Safety 
Standards: 

In accordance with EN 60335-1, EN 60335-2-32:2003 + 
A1:2008 

 
 
 
 
 

   

 

Electrical Plug for US and Canada, EU: 
Caution: 
Do not submerge the electrical plug into the water or if accidently the plug  

was dropped in to the water. Do not plug it in to the electrical outlet. 
May result in electrical shock or fatality. 

Always make sure the electrical plug is fully dried, then plug it in. 
If there a sign of a loose or broken cord between electrical plug do not plug in to the electrical 
socket, that will result in electoral shock or fatality.  
Footsiebath is not legally responsible for your actions if those rules are not been followed. 
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WARRANTY  

 
Footsiebath, LLC. warrants that the Footsiebath™ unit is free of defects in material and 
workmanship.  This warranty shall remain in effect for one year from the date of the original 
consumer purchase. If this Product fails to function during the first 30 day warranty period 
because of defect in material or workmanship, Company or the selling dealer will replace this 
Product without charge.  Footsiebath or the dealer will ship the replacement products to the 
consumer’s facility. 
If the Product fails beyond 30 days but within one year of sale the manufacturer will repair the 
Product and ship back to the consumer. 
All repairs must be performed by the manufacturer.  Any modification or repairs performed by 
unauthorized centers or groups will void this warranty.  To participate in warranty coverage, 
this product’s warranty registration must be filled out online: 
www.footsiebath.com/pages/product_registration 

 
This Warranty Does Not Cover 

1. Warranty is void if the Footsiebath unit damaged or abused.  
1. Replacement parts or labor furnished by anyone other than the company, the dealer, or an 

approved company service agent. 
2. Defects or damage caused by labor furnished by someone other than the company, the 

dealer, or an approved company service agent. 
3. Any malfunction or failure in the product while it is in the possession of the owner during 

the warranty period if the malfunction or failure is not caused by a defect in material or 
workmanship, or if the malfunction or failure is caused by unreasonable use, including 
failure to provide reasonable maintenance. 

 
Footsiebath, LLC. Shall Not Be Liable for Incidental or Consequential Damages to the 
Property or Business. 
Warning: 
The Footsiebath Spa has been designed and tested to perform, when used for foreseeable uses and in 
accordance with the instructions provided herein, as intended for a maximum of two years.  Beyond two years, 
Footsiebath Spa makes no claims, warranties, or representations, nor assumes any liability, as to the 
condition of this device.  After two years, degradation of the parts, structure, and/or components is 
likely.  Additionally, the “massage vibration” function will cause increased degradation and breakage of the 
constituent parts, structure, and/or components of this device. 

 
Some States do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, 
so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. 

 
Technical Data 

 Read Switch: (Meets UL 796 DSR): The switch provides additional safety feature by       

cutting off the electrical currant to the heating element if the proper pressure is not applied.  

To apply proper pressure please fill liner with water and set it inside the Footsiebath Spa.  

 

 Temperature dial settings: 1 - 83˚F  4 - 109˚F 

       2 - 87˚F 5 - 133˚F    CAUTION 

        3 - 97˚F 6 - 147˚F    CAUTION 
CAUTION: Please use LINER filled with water to defuse the temperature at level 4,5,6 

Recommendation: Always set the temperature dial to 3.5 and check if it's comfortable and  

safe to use. For people with Diabetes please do not use heat option, vibration option only. 
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TO OBTAIN SERVICE from Footsiebath, LLC. or the selling dealer under this warranty, the 

owner must do or abide by the following. 
 
1. A written claim must be made with the company or the selling dealer.  If the claim is made 
to the company, written claim should be sent to: 

 
For USA, please contact: 

Footsiebath, LLC. 
9663 Santa Monica Blvd.  
Suite 789  
Beverly Hills, CA 90210  

Tel: +1 310 282 8025 
 
 

2. The product must be returned to the company or the selling dealer by the owner.  
 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary 
from state to state. 
 
This company does not authorize any person or representative to create for it any other 
obligation or liability in connection with the sale of the product.  Any representation or 
agreement not contained in the warranty shall be void and of no effect. 
 

 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE PAPER WARRANTY CARDS WILL NOT BE 
PROVIDED ANYLONGER.  
ALL REGISTRATION OF THE PRODUCT AND WARANNTY MUST ME DONE ON THE 
FOOTSIEBATH WEBSITE: 
 
www.footsiebath.com/pages/product_registration 

 

CAUTIONS and DISCLAIMER: 

 
Individuals with Diabetes or Skin Disorders should not use heat control settings. Vibration 

setting only. Footsiebath™ will not be liable for any damages due to improper usage. 

If the vibration is the issue, please contact your doctor for approval to use his product.  
Footsiebath™ will not be liable for any damages due to improper usage or doctor’s disapproval. 

 

The bubbles in the photo are generated by an ultra-sonic vibration and the whirl of the soap. 

Footsiebath™ does not heat water, but maintains temperature of the water. 

 

The Liner, designed for one-time use only, is perfectly pre-fitted to the tub and will  

 prevent cross contamination.  This is a most Hygienic and sanitary Spa System. 

 

 Liner does not shield from heat, but will prevent diseases between clients if used properly. 

 

 
 
Version: 04/25/2017 
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